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We are going to present a combination of raising, explicit variable dependency representation, the liberalized  -rule, and preservation of solutions for rst-order deductive theorem
proving. Our motivation is not only to make these subjects more popular, but also to provide the foundation for our work on inductive theorem proving, where the preservation of
solutions is indispensable. Wirth (1998) is a longer version of this paper including all proofs.
We discuss how to analytically prove rst-order theorems in contexts where Skolemization is not appropriate. Skolemization has at least three problematic aspects.
1. Skolemization enrichs the signature or introduces higher-order variables. Unless
special care is taken, this may introduce objects into empty universes and change the notion
of term-generatedness or Herbrand models. Above that, the Skolem functions occur in
answers to goals or solutions of constraints1 which in general cannot be translated into
the the original signature. For a detailed discussion of these problems, cf. Miller (1992).
2. Skolemization results in the following simpli ed quanti cation structure: \For
all Skolem functions U there are solutions to the free existential variables E (i.e. the
free variables of Fitting (1996)) such that the quanti er-free theorem T (E; U ) is valid.
Short: 8U : 9E : T (E; U ):" Since the state of a proof attempt is often represented as
the conjunction of the branches of a tree (e.g. in sequent or (dual) tableau calculi), the
free existential variables become \rigid" or \global", i.e. a solution for a free existential
variable must solve all occurrences of this variable in the whole proof tree. This is because,
for B0 ; : : :; Bn denoting the branches of the proof tree, 8U : 9E : ( B0 ^ : : : ^ Bn ) is
logically strictly stronger than 8U : ( 9E : B0 ^ : : : ^ 9E : Bn ): Moreover, with this
quanti cation structure it does not seem to be possible to do inductive theorem proving by
nding, for each assumed counterexample, another counterexample that is strictly smaller
in some wellfounded ordering.2 The reason for this is the following. When we have some
counterexample U for T (E; U ) (i.e. there is no E such that T (E; U ) is valid) then for
every E another branch Bi in the proof tree may cause the invalidity of the conjunction.
If we have applied induction hypotheses in more than one branch, for di erent E we get
di erent smaller counterexamples. What we would need, however, is one single smaller
counterexample for all E .
3. Skolemization increases the size of the formulas. (Note that the only relevant part
of Skolem terms is the top symbol and the set of occurring variables.)
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1 For Skolemization in constrained logics cf. Burckert & al. (1993), where, however, only the existence

of solutions of constraints and not the form of the solutions itself is preserved.
2 While this paradigm of inductive theorem proving was already used by the Greeks, Pierre de Fermat
(1601-1665) rediscovered it under the name \descente in nie", and in our time it is sometimes called
\implicit induction", cf. Wirth & Becker (1995).
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The rst and second problematic aspects disappear when one uses raising (cf. Miller
(1992)) instead of Skolemization. Raising is a dual of Skolemization and simpli es the
quanti cation structure to something like: \There are raising functions E such that for all
possible values of the free universal variables U (i.e. the nullary constants or \parameters")
the quanti er-free theorem T (E; U ) is valid. Short: 9E : 8U : T (E; U ):" Note that due
to the two duality switches \satis ability/validity" and \Skolemization/raising", in this
paper raising will look much like Skolemization in refutational theorem proving. The
inverted order of universal and existential quanti cation of raising (compared to Skolemization) is advantageous because now 9E : 8U : ( B0 ^ : : : ^ Bn ) is logically equivalent
to 9E : ( 8U : B0 ^ : : : ^ 8U : Bn ). Furthermore, inductive theorem proving works
well: When, for some E , we have some counterexample U for T (E; U ) (i.e. T (E; U ) is
invalid) then one branch Bi in the proof tree must cause the invalidity of the conjunction.
If we have applied an induction hypotheses in this branch, it must be invalid for this E
and the U 0 resulting from the instantiation of the hypothesis. Thus, U 0 together with
the induction hypothesis provides the strictly smaller counterexample we are searching for
for this E . The third problematic aspect disappears when the dependency of variables
is explicitly represented in a variable-condition , cf. Kohlhase (1995). This idea actually
has a long history, cf. Prawitz (1960), Kanger (1963), Bibel (1987). Moreover, the use of
variable-conditions admits the free existential variables to be rst-order.
In Smullyan (1968), rules for analytic theorem proving are classi ed as -, -, -, and
-rules independently from a concrete calculus. -rules describe the simple and the -rules
the case-splitting propositional proof steps. -rules show existential properties, either by
exhibiting a term witnessing to the existence or else by introducing a special kind of
variable, called \dummy" in Prawitz (1960) and Kanger (1963), and \free variable" in
footnote 11 of Prawitz (1960) and in Fitting (1996). We will call these variables free
existential variables . By the use of free existential variables we can delay the choice of
a witnessing term until the state of the proof attempt gives us more information which
choice is likely to result in a successful proof. It is the important addition of free existential
variables that makes the major di erence between the free variable calculi of Fitting
(1996) and the calculi of Smullyan (1968). Since there use to be in nitely many possibly
witnessing terms (and di erent branches may need di erent ones), the -rules (under
assistance of the -rules) often destroy the possibility to decide validity because they enable
in nitely many -rule applications to the same formula.  -rules show universal properties
simply with the help of a new symbol, called a \parameter", about which nothing is
known. Since the present free existential variables must not be instantiated with this new
parameter, in the standard framework of Skolemization and uni cation the parameter is
given the present free existential variables as arguments. In this paper, however, we will
use nullary parameters, which we call free universal variables . These variables are not free
in the sense that they may be chosen freely, but in the sense that they are not bound by
any quanti er. Our free universal variables are similar to the parameters of Kanger (1963)
because a free existential variable may not be instantiated with all of them. We will store
the information on the dependency between free existential variables and free universal
variables in variable-conditions .
Users even of pure Prolog are not so much interested in theorem proving as they
are in answer computation. The theorem they want to prove usually contains some free
existential variables that are instantiated during a proof attempt. When the proof attempt
is successful, not only the input theorem is known to be valid but also the instance of the
theorem with the substitution built-up during the proof. Since the knowledge of mere
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existence is much less useful than the knowledge of a term that witnesses to this existence
(unless this term is a only free existential variable), theorem proving should|if possible|
always provide these witnessing terms. Answer computation is no problem in Prolog's
Horn logic because it is so simple. But also for the more dicult clausal logic, answer
computation is possible. Cf. e.g. Baumgartner & al. (1997), where tableau calculi are used
for answer computation in clausal logic. Answer computation becomes even harder, when
we consider full rst-order logic instead of clausal logic. When  -steps occur in a proof,
the introduced free universal variables may provide no information on what kind of object
they denote. Their excuse may be that they cannot do this in terms of computability
or -terms. Nevertheless, they can provide this information in form of Hilbert's "-terms,
and the strong versions of our calculi will do so. When full rst-order logic is considered,
one should focus on preservation of solutions instead of computing answers. By this we
mean at least the following property: \All solutions that transform a proof attempt for
a proposition into a closed proof (i.e. the closing substitutions for the free existential
variables) are also solutions of the original proposition." This is again closely related to
inductive theorem proving: Suppose that we nally have shown that for the reduced form
R(E; U ) (i.e. the state of the proof attempt) of the original theorem T (E; U ) there is some
solution E such that for each counterexample U of R(E; U ) there is a counterexample U 0
for the original theorem and that this U 0 is strictly smaller than U in some wellfounded
ordering. In this case we have proved T (E; U ) only if the solution E for the reduced form
8U : R(E; U ) is also a solution for the original theorem 8U : T (E; U ).
We use `]' for the union of disjoint classes and `id' for the identity function. For a
class R we de ne domain , range , and restriction to and image and reverse-image of a
class A by dom(R) := f a j 9b: (a; b) 2 R g; ran(R) := f b j 9a: (a; b) 2 R g; RjA :=
f (a; b) 2 R j a 2 Ag; hAiR := f b j 9a 2 A: (a; b) 2 Rg; RhBi := f a j 9b 2 B: (a; b) 2 Rg.
We de ne a sequent to be a list of formulas. The conjugate of a formula A (written: A )
is the formula B if A is of the form :B , and the formula :A otherwise.
In the tradition of Gentzen (1935) we assume the symbols for free existential variables ,
free universal variables , bound variables (i.e. variables for quanti ed use only), and the
constants (i.e. the function (and predicate) symbols from the signature) to come from
four disjoint sets V9 , V8 , Vbound, and . We assume each of V9 , V8, Vbound to be in nite
and set Vfree := V9]V8 . Due to the possibility to rename bound variables w.l.o.g., we do
not permit quanti cation on variables that occur already bound in a formula; i.e. 8x: A
is only a formula in our sense if A does not contain a quanti er on x like 8x or 9x. The
simple e ect is that our - and  -rules in what follows can simply replace all occurrences
of x. For a term, formula, sequent etc., `V9( )', `V8( )', `V bound( )', `Vfree( )' denote
the sets of variables from V9 , V8 , Vbound, Vfree occurring in , resp.. For a substitution
 we denote with ` ' the result of replacing in each variable x in dom() with (x).
We tacitly assume that each substitution  satis es V bound(dom( ) [ ran( )) = ;; such
that no bound variables can be replaced and no additional variables become bound (i.e.
captured) when applying  .
A variable-condition R is a subset of V9  V8 : Roughly speaking, (x9; y 8) 2 R says
that x9 is older than y 8, so that we must not instantiate the free existential variable x9 with
a term containing y 8 . While the bene t of the introduction of free existential variables in
-rules is to delay the choice of a witnessing term, it is sometimes unsound to instantiate
such a free existential variable x9 with a term containing a free universal variable y 8 that
was introduced later than x9 :
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Example 0.1 9x: 8y: (x = y) is not deductively valid. We can start a proof attempt
via: -step: 8y : (x9 = y ):  -step: (x9 = y 8 ): Now, if we were allowed to substitute the

free existential variable x9 with the free universal variable y 8, we would get the tautology
(y 8 = y 8); i.e. we would have proved an invalid formula. In order to prevent this, the  -step
has to record (x9; y 8) in the variable-condition, which disallows the instantiation step.
In order to restrict the possible instantiations as little as possible, we should keep our variable-conditions as small as possible. Kanger (1963) and Bibel (1987) are quite generous
in that they let their variable-conditions become quite big:
Example 0.2 9x: (P(x) _ 8y: :P(y)) can be proved the following way: -step:
(P(x9 ) _ 8y : :P(y )): -step: P(x9 ); 8y : :P(y ):  -step: P(x9 ); :P(y 8 ): Instantiation step: P(y 8 ); :P(y 8 ): The last step is not allowed in the above citations, so that
another -step must be applied to the original formula in order to prove it. Our instantiation step, however, is perfectly sound: Since x9 does not occur in 8y : :P(y ); the free
variables x9 and y 8 do not depend on each other and there is no reason to insist on x9 being older than y 8. Note that moving-in the existential quanti er transforms the original
formula into the logically equivalent formula 9x: P(x) _ 8y : :P(y ); which enables the
-step introducing y8 to come before the -step introducing x9.
Keeping small the variable-conditions generated by the  -rule results in non-elementary
reduction of the size of smallest proofs. This \liberalization of the  -rule" has a history
ranging from Smullyan (1968) over Hahnle & Schmitt (1994) to Baaz & Fermuller (1995).
While the liberalized  -rule of Smullyan (1968) is already able to prove the formula of
Ex. 0.2 with a single -step, it is much more restrictive than the more liberalized  -rule
of Baaz & Fermuller (1995). Note that liberalization of the  -rule is not simple because it
easily results in unsound calculi, cf. Kohlhase (1995). The diculty lies with instantiation
steps that relate previously unrelated variables:
Example 0.3 9x: 8y: Q(x; y) _ 9u: 8v: :Q(v; u) is not deductively valid (to wit, let
Q be the identity relation on a non-trivial universe). Consider the following proof attempt:
One -, two -, and two liberalized  -steps result in
Q(x9; y 8 ); :Q(v 8; u9)
()
9 8
with variable-condition
R := f(x ; y ); (u9; v8)g:
(#)
(Note that the non-liberalized  -rule would additionally have produced (x9 ; v 8) or (u9; y 8)
or both, depending on the order of the proof steps.) When we now instantiate x9
with v 8, we relate the previously unrelated variables u9 and y 8 . Thus, our new goal
Q(v 8; y 8); :Q(v 8; u9) must be equipped with the new variable-condition f(u9; y 8)g: Otherwise we could instantiate u9 with y 8 , resulting in the tautology Q(v 8; y 8 ); :Q(v 8; y 8 ):
Note that in the Skolemization framework, this new variable-condition is automatically generated by the occur-check of uni cation: When we instantiate x9 with v 8 (u9)
in Q(x9 ; y 8 (x9)); :Q(v 8(u9); u9 ) we get Q(v 8(u9); y 8 (v 8(u9 ))); :Q(v 8(u9 ); u9); which
cannot be reduced to a tautology because y 8 (v 8(u9)) and u9 cannot be uni ed.
When we instantiate the variables x9 and u9 in the sequence () in parallel via  :=
fx97!v8; u97!y8g, we have to check whether the newly imposed variable-conditions are
consistent with the substitution itself. In particular, a cycle as given (for the R of (#))
by y 8  1 u9 R v 8  1 x9 R y 8 must not exist.
We make use of \[.. . ]" for stating two de nitions, lemmas, theorems etc. in one, where
the parts between `[' and `]' are optional and are meant to be all included or all omitted.
`IN' denotes the set of and `' the ordering on natural numbers.
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Validity is expected to be given with respect to some -structure (-algebra) A, assigning a universe and an appropriate function to each symbol in . For X  Vfree we
denote the set of total A-valuations of X (i.e. functions mapping free variables to objects
of the universe of A) with X ! A and the set of (possibly) partial A-valuations of X
with X ; A. For  2 X ! A we denote with `A] ' the extension of A to the variables of X which are then treated as nullary constants. More precisely, we assume the
existence of some evaluation function `eval' such that eval(A]) maps any term over
]X into the universe of A such that for all x 2 X: eval(A])(x) =  (x): Moreover, eval(A] ) maps any formula B over ]X to TRUE or FALSE, such that B is valid
in A] i eval(A] )(B ) = TRUE. We assume that the Substitution-Lemma holds in
the sense that, for any substitution  , -structure A, and valuation  2 Vfree ! A, validity of a formula B in A ] (( ] idjVfreendom() )  eval(A])) is logically equivalent to
validity of B in A] . Finally, we assume that the value of the evaluation function
on a term or formula B does not depend on the free variables that do not occur in B :
eval(A] )(B ) = eval(A ]  jVfree(B ))(B ): Further properties of validity or evaluation are
de nitely not needed.
We now describe two possible choices for the formal treatment of variable-conditions.
The weak version works well with the non-liberalized  -rule. The strong version is a little
more dicult but can also be used for the liberalized versions of the  -rule. Several binary
relations on free variables will be introduced. The overall idea is that when (x; y ) occurs
in such a relation this means something like \x is older than y " or \the value of y depends
on or is described in terms of x".

De nition 0.4 (E , U )

For a substitution  with dom( )= V9 we de ne the existential relation to be
E := f (x0; x) j x0 2 V9((x)) ^ x 2 V9 g and the universal relation to be
U := f (y; x) j y 2 V8((x)) ^ x 2 V9 g:

De nition 0.5 ([Strong] Existential R-Substitution)

Let R be a variable-condition.  is an existential R-substitution if  is a substitution
with dom( )= V9 for which U  R is irre exive.  is a strong existential R-substitution
if  is a substitution with dom( ) = V9 for which (U  R)+ is a wellfounded ordering.
Note that, regarding syntax, (x; y ) 2 R is intended to mean that an existential R-substitution  may not replace x with a term in which y occurs, i.e. (y; x) 2 U must be
disallowed, i.e. U R must be irre exive. Thus, the de nition of a (weak) existential
R-substitution is quite straightforward. The de nition of a strong existential R-substitution requires an additional transitive closure because the strong version then admits
a smaller R. To see this, take the variable-condition R given in (#) and the  from
Ex. 0.3. As explained there,  must not be a strong existential R-valuation due to the
cycle y 8 U u9 R v 8 U x9 R y 8 which just contradicts the irre exivity of (U R)2: Note
that in practice U and R can always be chosen to be nite w.l.o.g., so that irre exivity
of (U  R)+ is then equivalent to (U  R)+ being a wellfounded ordering.
After application of a [strong] existential R-substitution  , in case of (x; y ) 2 R; we
have to ensure that x is not replaced with y via a future application of another [strong]
existential R-substitution that replaces a free existential variable x0 occurring in  (x)
with y . In this case, the new variable-condition has to contain (x0; y ). This means that
E R must be a subset of the updated variable-condition. For the weak version this is
already enough. For the strong version we have to add an arbitrary number of steps with
U R again.
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De nition 0.6 ([Strong] -Update)

Let R be a variable-condition and  be an [strong] existential R-substitution.
The [strong]  -update of R is E  R [  (U R) ]:
Example 0.7 In the proof attempt of Ex. 0.3 we applied the strong existential R-substitution  0 := fx97!v 8 g ] idjV9nfx9g where R = f(x9; y 8); (u9 ; v 8)g: Note that U0 =
f(v8; x9)g and E0 = idjV9nfx9g: Thus: E0 R = f(u9; v8)g; E0 R  U0 R = f(u9; y8)g;
E0 R  (U0 R)2 = ;: The strong 0-update of R is then the new variable-condition
f(u9; v8); (u9; y8)g:
Let A be some -structure. We now de ne a semantic counterpart of our existential Rsubstitutions, which we will call \existential (A; R)-valuation". Suppose that e maps each
free existential variable not directly to an object of A, but can additionally read the values
of some free universal variables under an A-valuation  2 V8 ! A, i.e. e gets some  0 2
V8 ; A with  0 as a second argument; short: e: V9 ! ((V8 ; A) ! A): Moreover,
for each free existential variable x, we require the set of read free universal variables (i.e.
dom( 0)) to be identical for all  ; i.e. there has to be some \semantic relation" Se  V8 V9
such that for all x 2 V9 : e(x): (Se hfxgi ! A) ! A: Note Sthat, for each e, at most one
semantic relation exists, namely Se := f (y; x) j y 2 dom( (dom(e(x)))) ^ x 2 V9 g:
De nition 0.8 (Se , [Strong] Existential (e; A)-Valuation, )
Let R be a variable-condition, A a -structure, and e: VS9 ! ((V8 ; A) ! A):
The semantic relation of e is Se := f (y; x) j y 2 dom( (dom(e(x)))) ^ x 2 V9 g:
e is an existential (A; R)-valuation if Se  R is irre exive and,
for all x 2 V9 ,
e(x): (Sehfxgi ! A) ! A:
e is a strong existential (A; R)-valuation if (Se  R)+ is a wellfounded ordering and,
for all x 2 V9 ,
e(x): (Sehfxgi ! A) ! A:
Finally, for applying [strong] existential (A; R)-valuations in a uniform manner, we de ne
the function : (V9 ! ((V8 ; A) ! A)) ! ((V8 ! A) ! (V9 ! A))
by ( e 2 V9 ! ((V8 ; A) ! A),  2 V8 ! A, x 2 V9 )
(e)()(x) := e(x)(jSehfxgi):

1 The Weak Version
We are now going to de ne R-validity of a set of sequents with free variables, in terms of
validity of a formula (where the free variables are treated as nullary constants).

De nition 1.1 (Validity)

Let R be a variable-condition, A a -structure, and G a set of sequents.
G is R-valid in A if there is an existential (A; R)-valuation e such that G is (e; A)-valid.
G is (e; A)-valid if G is (; e; A)-valid for all  2 V8 ! A.
G is (; e; A)-valid if G is valid in A ] (e)() ] .
G is valid in A if for all 2 G: is valid in A.

A sequent is valid in A if there is some formula listed in that is valid in A.
Validity in a class of -structures is understood as validity in each of the -structures of
that class. If we omit the reference to a special -structure we mean validity (or reduction,
cf. below) in some xed class K of -structures, e.g. the class of all -structures (algebras) or the class of Herbrand -structures (term-generated -algebras), cf. Wirth &
Gramlich (1994) for more interesting classes for establishing inductive validities.
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Example 1.2 (Validity) For x9 2 V9, y8 2 V8, the sequent x9=y8 is ;-valid in any A
because we can choose Se := V8 V9 and e(x9)( ) :=  (y 8) resulting in (e)( )(x9) =
e(x9)(jSehfx9gi) = e(x9)(jV8 ) = (y8): This means that ;-validity of x9=y8 is the same
as validity of 8y : 9x: x=y: Moreover, note that (e)( ) has access to the  -value of y 8

just as a raising function f for x in the raised (i.e. dually Skolemized) version f (y 8)=y 8
of 8y : 9x: x=y:
Contrary to this, for R := V9 V8 , the same formula x9=y 8 is not R-valid in general
because then the required irre exivity of Se R implies Se = ; and e(x9 )( jSe hfx9gi ) =
e(x9)(j;) = e(x9)(;) cannot depend on (y8) anymore. This means that (V9V8)-validity
of x9 =y 8 is the same as validity of 9x: 8y : x=y: Moreover, note that (e)( ) has no
access to the  -value of y 8 just as a raising function c for x in the raised version c=y 8 of
9x: 8y: x=y:
For a more general example let G = f Ai;0 : : :Ai;ni 1 j i 2 I g, where for j  ni and
i 2 I the Ai;j are formulas with free existential variables from ~x and free universal variables
from ~y . Then (V9V8 )-validity of G means validity of 9~x: 8~y: 8i 2 I : 9j  ni : Ai;j ;
whereas ;-validity of G means validity of 8~y: 9~x: 8i 2 I : 9j  ni : Ai;j :
Besides the notion of validity we need the notion of reduction. Roughly speaking, a set G0
of sequents reduces to a set G1 of sequents if validity of G1 implies validity of G0. This,
however, is too weak for our purposes here because we are not only interested in validity
but also in the solutions for the free existential variables: For inductive theorem proving,
answer computation, and constraint solving it becomes important that the solutions of G1
are also solutions of G0.

De nition 1.3 (Reduction)
G0 R-reduces to G1 in A if for all existential (A; R)-valuations e:
if G1 is (e; A)-valid then G0 is (e; A)-valid, too.

Now we are going to abstractly describe deductive sequent and tableau calculi. We will
later show that the usual deductive rst-order calculi are instances of our abstract calculi.
The bene t of the abstract version is that every instance is automatically sound. Due to
the small number of inference rules in deductive rst-order calculi, this abstract version is
not really necessary. For inductive calculi, however, due to a bigger number of inference
rules that usually have to be improved now and then, such an abstract version is very
helpful, cf. Wirth & Becker (1995), Wirth (1997).

De nition 1.4 (Proof Forest)

A proof forest in a (deductive) sequent (or else: tableau ) calculus is a pair (F; R) where
R is a variable-condition and F is a set of pairs ( ; t), where is a sequent and t is a tree
whose nodes are labeled with sequents (or else: formulas).
Note that the tree t is intended to represent a proof attempt for . The nodes of t
are labeled with formulas in case of a tableau calculus and with sequents in case of a
sequent calculus. While the sequents at the nodes of a tree in a sequent calculus stand
for themselves, in a tableau calculus all the ancestors have to be included to make up a
sequent and, moreover, the formulas at the labels are in negated form:
De nition 1.5 (Goals(), AX , Closedness)
`Goals(t)' denotes the set of sequents labeling the leaves of t (or else: the set of sequents
resulting from listing the conjugates of the formulas labeling a branch from a leaf to the
root of t).
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In what follows, we assume AX to be some set of axioms . By this we mean that AX is
V9 V8 -valid, cf. the last sentence in De nition 1.1. The tree t is closed if Goals(t)  AX :
The readers may ask themselves why we consider a forest instead of a single tree only. The
possibility to have an empty forest provides a nicer starting point. Besides that, if we have
two trees ( ; t); ( 0; t0 ) 2 F we can apply as a lemma in the tree t0 of 0 , provided that
the lemma application relation is acyclic. For deductive theorem proving the availability
of lemma application is not really necessary. For inductive theorem proving, however,
lemma and induction hypothesis application of this form becomes necessary.

De nition 1.6 (Invariant Condition)

The invariant condition on (F; R) is that f g R-reduces to Goals(t) for all ( ; t) 2 F .

Theorem 1.7 Let ( ; t) 2 F and (F; R) satisfy the above invariant condition.

If t is closed, then

is R-valid.

Theorem 1.8 The above invariant condition is always satis ed when we start with an
empty forest (F; R) := (;; ;) and then iterate only the following kinds of modi cations of
(F; R) (resulting in (F 0 ; R0)):
Hypothesizing: Let R0 be a variable-condition with RR0: Let be a sequent. Let t be
the tree with a single node only, which is labeled with (or else: with a single branch
only, such that is the list of the conjugates of the formulas labeling the branch from
the leaf to the root). Then we may set F 0 := F [ f( ; t)g:
Expansion: Let ( ; t) 2 F . Let R0 be a variable-condition with RR0: Let l be a
leaf in t. Let  be the label of l (or else: result from listing the conjugates of
the formulas labeling the branch from l to the root of t). Let G be a nite set of
sequents. Now if fg R0-reduces to G (or else: f  j  2 G g), then we may set
F 0 := (F nf( ; t)g) [ f( ; t0)g where t0 results from t by adding, exactly for each
sequent  in G, a new child node labeled with  (or else: a new child branch such
that  is the list of the conjugates of the formulas labeling the branch from the leaf
to the new child node of l) to the former leaf l.
Instantiation: Let  be an existential R-substitution. Let R0 be the -update of R. Then
we may set F 0 := F:
While Hypothesizing and Instantiation steps are self-explanatory, Expansion steps are
parameterized by a sequent  and a set of sequents G such that fg R0 -reduces to G.
For tableau calculi, however, this set of sequents must actually have the form f  j
 2 G g because an Expansion step cannot remove formulas from ancestor nodes. This is
because these formulas are also part of the goals associated with other leaves in the proof
tree. Therefore, although tableau calculi may save repetition of formulas, sequent calculi
have substantial advantages: Rewriting of formulas in place is always possible, and we can
remove formulas that are redundant w.r.t. the other formulas in a sequent. But this is not
our subject here. For the below examples of -, -, -, and  -rules we will use the sequent
calculi presentation because it is a little more explicit. When we write


0 : : : n

1

R00

we want to denote a sub-rule of the Expansion rule which is given by G := f0 ; : : :; n 1 g
and R0 := R [ R00: This means that for this rule really being a sub-rule of the Expansion
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rule we have to show that fg R0-reduces to G. Moreover, note that in old times when
trees grew upwards, Gerhard Gentzen would have written 0 : : : n 1 above the
line and  below, such that passing the line meant implication. In our case, passing the
line means reduction.
Let A and B be formulas, and  sequents, x 2 Vbound, x9 2 V9 n V9(A  ); and
8
x 2 V8 n V8(A ):
:(A^B) 
(A_B )  ;
::A 
-rules:
;
A B 
A  ;

A B



:(A_B) 
;
;
A 
B 
A

B

:8x: A 
9x: A 
;
;
-rules:
9
9
Afx7!x g 9x: A 
Afx7!x g
:8x: A 
:9x: A 
8x: A  V (A  )fx8g
V (A  )fx8g
-rules:
9
8
Afx7!x g 
Afx7!x8g
 9
Theorem 1.9 The above examples of -, -, -, and -rules are all sub-rules of the
-rules:

(A^B ) 

Expansion rule of the sequent calculus of Theorem 1.8.

2 The Strong Version
The additional solutions (or existential substitutions) of the strong version (which admit
additional proofs compared to the weak version) do not add much diculty when one is
interested in validity only, cf. e.g. Hahnle & Schmitt (1994). When also the preservation
of solutions is required, however, the additional substitutions pose some problems because
the new solutions may tear some free universal variables out of their contexts:
Example 2.1 In Ex. 0.2 a liberalized -step reduced P(x9); 8y: :P(y) to
P(x9); :P(y 8) with empty variable-condition R := ;: The latter sequent is (e; A)-valid
for the strong existential (A; R)-valuation e given by e(x9 )( ) :=  (y 8): The former
sequent, however, is not (e; A)-valid when PA (a) is true and PA (b) is false for some a, b
from the universe of A. To see this, take some  with  (y 8) := b.
How can we solve the problem exhibited in Ex. 2.1? I.e. how can we change the notion of
reduction such that the liberalized  -step becomes a reduction step?

De nition 2.2 (Choice-Condition and Compatibility)

C is a (R; <)-choice-condition if C is a (possibly) partial function from V8 to formulas,
R is a variable-condition, < is a wellfounded ordering on V8 with (R  <)  R; and, for
all y 8 2 dom(C ): z 8 < y 8 for all z 8 2 V8 (C (y 8))nfy 8g and u9 R y 8 for all u9 2 V9(C (y 8)).
Let C be a (R; <)-choice-condition, A a -structure, and e a strong existential (A; R)-

valuation.
We say that  is (e; A)-compatible with C if  2 V8 ! A and for each y 8 2 dom(C ):
If C (y 8) is (; e; A)-valid, then C (y 8) is ( jV8nfy8g ]; e; A)-valid for all  2 fy 8g ! A.
Note that (e; A)-compatibility of  with f(y 8; B )g means that a di erent choice for the
-value of y8 does not destroy the validity of the formula B in A ] (e)() ] ; or that
(y8) is chosen such that B becomes invalid if such a choice is possible, which is closely
related to Hilbert's "-operator ( y 8 = "y : (:B fy 8 7!y g) ).
Moreover, note that ; is a (R; ;)-choice-condition for any variable-condition R.
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De nition 2.3 (Extended Strong -Update)

Let C be a (R; <)-choice-condition and  a strong existential R-substitution.
The extended strong  -update (C 0; R0; <0) of (C; R; <) is given by
C 0 := f (x; B) j (x; B) 2 C g;
R0 is the strong -update of R;
<0 := <  (U R) [ (U R)+:
We are now going to proceed like in the previous section, but using the strong versions
instead of the weak ones.

De nition 2.4 (Strong Validity)

Let C be a (R; <)-choice-condition, A a -structure, and G a set of sequents.
G is strongly (R; C )-valid in A if there is a strong existential (A; R)-valuation e such
that G is strongly (e; A; C )-valid.
G is strongly (e; A; C )-valid if G is (; e; A)-valid for each  that is (e; A)-compatible
with C .
The rest is given by De nition 1.1.

Example 2.5 (Strong Validity) Note that ;-validity does not di er from strong (;; ;)validity and that V9V8 -validity does not di er from strong (V9V8; ;)-validity. This is
because the notions of weak and strong existential valuations do not di er in these cases.
Therefore, Ex. 1.2 is also an example for strong validity.
Although strong (R; ;)-validity always implies (weak) R-validity (because each strong
existential (A; R)-valuation is a (weak) existential (A; R)-valuation), for R not being one
of the extremes ; and V9V8, (weak) R-validity and strong (R; ;)-validity di er from each
other. E.g. the sequent () in Ex. 0.3 is (weakly) R-valid but not strongly (R; ;)-valid
for the R of (#): For Se := f(y 8; u9); (v 8; x9)g we get Se R = f(y 8; v 8); (v 8; y 8)g;
which is irre exive. Since the sequent () is (e; A)-valid for the (weak) existential (A; R)valuation e given by e(x9 )( jSehfx9gi ) =  (v 8) and e(u9 )( jSehfu9 gi) =  (y 8); the sequent
() is (weakly) R-valid in A. But (Se R)2 is not irre exive, so that this e is no
strong existential (A; R)-valuation, which means that the sequent () cannot be strongly
(R; ;)-valid in general.

De nition 2.6 (Strong Reduction)
Let C be a (R; <)-choice-condition, A a -structure, and G0, G1 sets of sequents.
G0 strongly (R; C )-reduces to G1 in A if for each strong existential (A; R)-valuation e
and each  that is (e; A)-compatible with C :
if G1 is (; e; A)-valid, then G0 is (; e; A)-valid.
Now we are going to abstractly describe deductive sequent and tableau calculi. We will
later show that the usual deductive rst-order calculi are instances of our abstract calculi.

De nition 2.7 (Strong Proof Forest)

A strong proof forest in a (deductive) sequent (or else: tableau ) calculus is a quadruple
(F; C; R; <) where C is a (R; <)-choice-condition and F is a set of pairs ( ; t), where is
a sequent and t is a tree whose nodes are labeled with sequents (or else: formulas).

The notions of Goals(), AX , and closedness of De nition 1.5 are not changed. Note,
however, that the V9 V8 -validity of AX immediately implies the strong (V9V8 ; ;)-validity
of AX , which is the logically strongest kind of strong (R; C )-validity.
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De nition 2.8 (Strong Invariant Condition)

The strong invariant condition on (F; C; R; <) is that f g strongly (R; C )-reduces to
Goals(t) for all ( ; t) 2 F .
Theorem 2.9 Let ( ; t) 2 F; (F; C; R; <) satisfy the above strong invariant condition, and t be closed. Now:
is strongly (R; C )-valid and, for any injective & 2
(V8( ) \ dom(C )) ! (V9nV9 ( )), & is strongly
[ (RjV9nran(&1); ;)-valid and even strongly
0
0
(R ; ;)-valid for R := RjV9nran(& ) [
fyg  hf& (y)gi< [ V9  dom(C ):
y2ran(& )

Theorem 2.10 The above strong invariant condition is always satis ed when we start
with an empty forest (F; C; R; <) := (;; ;; ;; ;) and then iterate only the following kinds of

modi cations of (F; C; R; <) (resulting in (F 0 ; C 0; R0; <0)):
Hypothesizing: Let R0 := R[R00 be a variable-condition with (R00<)  R0: Set C 0 := C
and <0 := <. Let be a sequent. Let t be the tree with a single node only, which
is labeled with (or else: with a single branch only, such that is the list of the
conjugates of the formulas labeling the branch from the leaf to the root). Then we
may set F 0 := F [ f( ; t)g:
Expansion: Let C 0 be a (R0; <0)-choice-condition with C C 0 and RR0: Let ( ; t) 2 F .
Let l be a leaf in t. Let  be the label of l (or else: result from listing the conjugates
of the formulas labeling the branch from l to the root of t). Let G be a nite set of
sequents. Now if fg strongly (R0; C 0)-reduces to G (or else: f  j  2 G g), then
we may set F 0 := (F nf( ; t)g) [ f( ; t0)g where t0 results from t by adding, exactly
for each sequent  in G, a new child node labeled with  (or else: a new child branch
such that  is the list of the conjugates of the formulas labeling the branch from the
leaf to the new child node of l) to the former leaf l.
Instantiation: Let  be a strong existential R-substitution. Let (C 0; R0; <0) be the extended strong  -update of (C; R; <). Then we may set F 0 := F:

While Hypothesizing and Instantiation steps are self-explanatory, Expansion steps are
parameterized by a sequent  and a set of sequents G such that fg strongly (R0; C 0)reduces to G for some (R0; <0 )-choice-condition C 0 . For the below examples of -, -, -,
and  -rules we will use the sequent calculi presentation because it is a little more explicit.
When we write

0


: : : n

C 00
R00
<00

1

we want to denote a sub-rule of the Expansion rule which is given by G := f0; : : :; n 1g;
C 0 := C [ C 00; R0 := R [ R00; and <0 := < [ <00: This means that for this rule really being
a sub-rule of the Expansion rule we have to show that C 0 is a (R0; <0)-choice-condition
and that fg strongly (R0; C 0)-reduces to G.
Let A and B be formulas, and  sequents, x 2 Vbound, x9 2 V9 n V9(A  ); and
8
x 2 V8 n (V8(A  ) [ dom(<) [ dom(C )):
;
;
:(A^B)  ;
(
A
_
B
)

::
A

-rules:
;
A B  ;
A  ;

;

-rules:

A



(A^B ) 

B

A B

;
 ;;
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A

;



:(A_B) 
B

;
;
;
 ;

;
;
:8x: A 
9x: A 
;
;
Afx7!x9g 9x: A  ;
Afx7!x9g
:8x: A  ;
8
8
Liberalized  -rules:
8x: A  f(V(x(A; A) f[xR7!hVx (gA)g)i)  fx8g
9
8
Afx7!x8g  hV
8
8 (A)i  fx g
:9x: A  f(x8; Afx7!x8g )g
V9(A) [ RhV8(A)i)  fx8g
Afx7!x8g
 (hV
8
8 (A)i  fx g
Theorem 2.11 The above examples of -, -, -, and liberalized -rules are all sub-rules
-rules:

of the Expansion rule of the sequent calculus of Theorem 2.10.
The following example shows that R00 of the above liberalized  -rule must indeed contain
RhV8(A)i  fx8g:
Example 2.12 9y: 8x: (:Q(x; y) _ 8z: Q(x; z)) is not deductively valid (to
wit, let Q be the identity relation on a non-trivial universe).
-step: 8x:
(:Q(x; y 9 ) _ 8z : Q(x; z )): Liberalized  -step: (:Q(x8; y 9) _ 8z : Q(x8 ; z )) with choicecondition (x8; (:Q(x8; y 9 ) _ 8z : Q(x8 ; z ))) and variable-condition (y 9; x8).
-step:
:Q(x8; y9); 8z: Q(x8; z): Liberalized -step: :Q(x8; y9); Q(x8; z8) with additional
choice-condition (z 8; Q(x8 ; z 8 )) and additional variable-condition (y 9; z 8).
Note that the additional variable-condition arises although y 9 does not appear in
8
Q(x ; z ): The reason for the additional variable-condition is y 9 R x8 2 V8 (Q(x8; z )):
The variable-condition (y 9; z 8) is, however, essential for soundness, because without
it we could complete the proof attempt by application of the strong existential f(y 9; x8)gsubstitution  := fy 97!z 8g ] idjV9 nfy9g .
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